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English translation: 
 
L: After Sana’a you can go to Aden. Most tourists in Aden go to the beach. The beaches of Aden 
are beautiful because it’s one of the most developed coastal governorates. There are beach 
resorts and even apartments on or close to the beach for tourists to rent. There are recreational 
places and promenades on the beaches where people can go with their families or tourists with 
their friends.  
 
Sera Castle is also located in Aden. It’s like Dar al-Hajar1in its location features. However, Sera 
is on the top of a really big mountain. You have to pass about a thousand steps to reach the peak 
of the mountain and enter the castle. I don’t know exactly why they built it but I think it was 
built in the time of the occupation or something related to it. I mean the British occupation of 
                                                 
1 Dar Al-Hajar: is the Sultan’s palace in Sana’a, it’s located on a high hill. 
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Aden. Most tourists go to Sera Castle when they visit Aden. If you enter the castle you can 
engrave your name on its wall. I know it’s bad and considered sabotaging heritage, but many 
people do this to say that their names are engraved on Sera Castle wall.  
Tourists also go to the fish souk, especially the one that’s just beside Sera. The fish is fresh and 
is brought directly from the sea. You choose what kind of fish you want. Once you choose the 
kind of fish you want they [the restaurant cooks] chop it and put it in the oven. As I said before 
they also make rashoosh2 and rateb3, which you order with the fish. The entire place is located 
on the coast; there is just a little wall through which you can see the sea.  With the fish you can 
order bread, fenugreek and sahaweq4. Most tourists go there because it’s one of the best local 
restaurants. [Sera Restaurant]. 
 
Aden Cisterns are located in Aden as well. Sometime ago when people used to grow crops, rain 
would cause landslides that would erode the soil. So Adeni people thought of building cisterns 
that look like wide stairs to keep the soil from eroding. Today they are preserving it as heritage. 
When you go there the place is very huge and there are many odd-looking trees; they are 
composed in a way that you wouldn’t believe is a tree. Many tourists go to Aden Cisterns. 
There are many souks in Aden as well, like Aden Souk, al-Sheikh Souk and Aden Crater Souk.  
Al-Sheikh Souk is a local souk where most people go. People who are in good financial shape 
and want to buy something for a wedding or something nice they go to Crater Souk. Many 
tourists go to Crater too because it has many restaurants and clubs. Aden Mall is the biggest mall 
in Yemen, and it’s located between Aden and Khormakser.  You can find anything in Aden Mall, 
from pencils and notebooks to vegetables and sport goods. There is even a bowling alley where 
many tourists go.  
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2 Rashoosh: a type of bread that’s hard and usually round and big. It’s only served in a mekhbaza, a local restaurant 
specialized in making bread. 
3 Rateb: another type of bread that’s big and very soft and only served in mekhbazas. Rateb and rashoosh are usually 
eaten with fish and fenugreek sauce. 
4 Sahaweq: a spicy dish made of green pepper, tomatoes, garlic and sometimes with fenugreek and cheese. It’s 
usually eaten with bread or rice. 
 


